Abstract-Test access mechanisms (TAMs) are an important component of a system-on-chip (SOC) test architecture. TAM optimization is necessary to minimize the SOC testing time. We present a fast, heuristic technique for TAM optimization and demonstrate its scalability for several industrial SOCs. Since the TAM optimization problem is -hard, recently proposed methods based on integer linear programming and exhaustive enumeration can be used to design limited test architectures with only a very small number of TAMs in a reasonable amount of time. In this paper, we explore a larger solution-space to design efficient test architectures with more TAMs. We show that the SOC testing times obtained using the new heuristic algorithm are comparable to or lower than the testing times obtained using enumeration. Moreover, significant reduction can be obtained in the CPU time compared to enumeration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modular testing of embedded cores in a system-on-chip (SOC) is now widely advocated to simplify the complex problems of SOC test access and test application [9] , [21] , [23] . Modular test refers to the process of isolating embedded cores and groups of cores, and gaining test access to these separate SOC partitions for test data delivery. The primary motivation for modular test is to use a "divide-and-conquer" approach and to promote the re-use of precomputed test sets for embedded cores. In addition, for nonlogic cores such as memories, nonscan legacy cores, or hard-IP, core isolation and modular test are often the only available options for test.
Test data delivery to embedded cores for modular test is a challenging problem during system-level test integration. Dedicated core test wrappers and test access mechanisms (TAMs) are often used for plug-and-play SOC testing. Test wrappers are used to isolate the core, adapt the TAM width to the number of wrapper input-outputs (I/Os), and apply tests. TAMs transport test data between SOC pins and test wrappers [23] . The optimization of wrappers and TAMs in conjunction is, therefore, critical because the testing time for a core varies widely with the TAM width, the wrapper design, and the manner in which TAM wires are connected to wrapper scan chains.
Most prior research has either studied wrapper design and TAM optimization as independent problems [1] , [4] , [5] , [18] , or has not addressed the issue of sizing the TAMs to minimize SOC testing time [22] . Alternative approaches that combine TAM design with test scheduling [14] , [15] , [19] do not address the problem of wrapper design and its relationship to TAM optimization. Recent methods Manuscript received June 14, 2002 ; revised September 23, 2002 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-9875324 and Grant CCR-0204077. The work of V. Iyengar include test resource allocation and scheduling using rectangle packing [8] , graph formulation and dependency matrix partitioning [9] , and bipartite graph matching [13] . The techniques proposed in [8] and [9] provide an efficient mapping of core I/Os to SOC pins for test scheduling.
In [10] , four problems structured in order of increasing complexity were formulated, such that they serve as stepping stones to the problem of TAM optimization for SOCs. We first review these four problems.
1) P W : Design a wrapper for a given core, such that the core testing time is minimized, and the TAM width required for the core is minimized.
2) P AW : Determine i) an assignment of cores to TAMs of given widths and ii) a wrapper design for each core such that SOC testing time is minimized. (Item (ii) corresponds to P W .) 3) P PAW : Determine i) a partition of the total TAM width among the given number of TAMs, ii) an assignment of cores to the TAMs, and iii) a wrapper design for each core such that SOC testing time is minimized. (Items (ii) and (iii) together correspond to P AW .)
These three problems lead up to P NPAW , the more general problem, described as follows.
4) P NPAW : Determine i) the number of TAMs for the SOC; ii) a partition of the total TAM width among the TAMs; iii) an assignment of cores to TAMs; and iv) a wrapper design for each core, such that SOC testing time is minimized. (Items (ii), (iii), and (iv) together correspond to P PAW .) The above four problems are all NP-hard [10] .
The first integrated method for jointly optimizing wrappers and TAMs was proposed in [10] . TAM optimization was carried out by enumerating over the number of TAMs on the SOC as well as over the different partitions of TAM width. Integer linear programming (ILP) was used to calculate the optimal core assignment and resulting testing time for each partition. A drawback of this approach is that a large solution-space cannot be searched rapidly enough and, therefore, the TAM designs considered in [10] are limited to only two or three TAMs in order to maintain feasible compute times. However, architectures having only two or three TAMs are not always effective because the testing time can often be reduced by increasing the number of TAMs. This is because when there are multiple TAMs of different widths, a larger number of cores can be assigned to TAMs whose widths match the cores's own test data requirements; thus, the number of unnecessary TAM wires assigned to cores is reduced. Secondly, multiple TAMs provide greater test parallelism and TAM wires deemed unnecessary for certain cores can be used to transport test data for other cores, thereby decreasing total testing time. The methods in [10] are, therefore, inadequate for large industrial SOCs.
In this paper, we present a heuristic approach to solve the TAM optimization problem for industrial SOCs. Compared to [10] , the heuristic approach offers the following important advantages.
• We can search a larger solution-space than was possible earlier.
• We can design more effective test architectures having a larger number of TAMs.
• In several cases, we obtain lower testing times than were obtained earlier.
• We significantly reduce the computation time compared to [10] . As in [10] , we assume the fixed-width test bus architecture for TAMs. At most one core can be tested per TAM at any time. However, the TAMs operate independently of each other. To solve P W , we use the Design_wrapper algorithm presented in [10] . We then describe a new algorithm to solve problem P AW efficiently. The solution to P AW , thus obtained, is a good approximation of the optimal 0278-0070/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE solution for a given TAM width partition. An efficient technique for TAM partition enumeration is used to search a larger solution-space to obtain the number of TAMs and TAM width partition with the lowest testing time (problems P PAW and P NPAW ). This yields an intermediate solution to P NPAW . In the final step, an exact mathematical programming model is used to optimize the final assignment of cores and the SOC testing time. This three-step approach allows us to apply our methods to design effective test architectures having a larger number of TAMs for industrial SOCs. We show that while the SOC testing times obtained using the new heuristic algorithm are comparable to or lower than the testing times obtained using exact methods, a significant reduction is obtained in the CPU time needed. This is especially important since in some cases, the minimum SOC testing time is obtained for a larger number of TAMs, which we could not compute earlier in a reasonable amount of execution time.
We have not investigated core placement-and-layout issues, TAM routing constraints and effects on floorplanning in this paper. Place-and-route issues were addressed in [4] , [11] , [14] , and [15] . However, constraints that limit core assignment to TAMs near the core can be added to our core assignment algorithm in the form of designer-specified preferences, as was presented in [4] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we present a new heuristic algorithm to efficiently obtain an assignment of cores to TAMs of given widths (Problem P AW ). In Section III, we describe how the new algorithm for P AW is used to construct an algorithm for problems P PAW and P NPAW that identifies an effective number of TAMs and an effective partition of TAM widths. We also present the ILP model that is used for fine-grained optimization of the final core assignment. Finally, in Section IV, we present experimental results on four benchmark SOCs. A comparison of results with those presented in [10] demonstrates that near-optimal test architecture design with a larger number of TAMs can be obtained with significant reduction in CPU time.
II. NEW ALGORITHM FOR CORE ASSIGNMENT
The first problem P W is that of designing an optimal wrapper for a core. The P W problem has two priorities: i) minimizing core testing time and ii) minimizing the TAM width required for the test wrapper. To solve the problem, we use the Design_wrapper algorithm (proposed earlier in [10] ) based on the best fit decreasing (BFD) heuristic for the bin packing problem [6] . The algorithm achieves priorities (i) and (ii) by balancing the lengths of the wrapper scan chains designed and identifying the number of wrapper scan chains that actually need to be created to minimize testing time. Priority (ii) is addressed by the algorithm since it has a built-in reluctance to create a new wrapper scan chain, while assigning core-internal scan chains and wrapper cells to the existing wrapper scan chains.
In this paper, we assume a fixed-width TAM architecture in which each TAM is independent of the other TAMs, however, the tests on each TAM are applied sequentially. TAM assignment to cores is, therefore, on a per-bus basis. Flexible-width TAM architectures can also be designed in which TAM assignment to cores is on a per-wire basis [9] , [12] . A single flexible-width TAM can, therefore, test several cores simultaneously. However, the routing complexity is increased since TAM wires fork-and-merge between TAMs. Moreover, test conflicts can be created if two cores that must not be tested concurrently receive test patterns at the same time.
The second problem P AW is that of assigning cores to TAMs of given widths. An ILP model was developed to solve P AW exactly in [10] . The CPU time for this ILP model was reasonably short for a single execution and optimal solutions for the core assignment problem were easily obtained. However, P AW is an NP-hard problem, and execu- tion times can get high for large problem instances. Furthermore, in [10] , solutions to the problems P PAW and P NPAW were obtained by enumerating optimal ILP solutions to P AW for each TAM width partition on the SOC. As a result, CPU times for P PAW and P NPAW were found to be prohibitively large for more than three TAMs. Moreover, during execution of the ILP model for P AW , the value of SOC testing time T is calculated only at the end of each iteration. Therefore, execution of the ILP model cannot be halted prematurely if it is discovered that the testing time of a TAM has already exceeded the best-known value T calculated earlier. Therefore, a faster algorithm for PAW that produces efficient results in polynomial time is clearly needed.
Here, we present a new heuristic algorithm for P AW based on the relationship between TAM width and core testing times calculated for P W . We design the heuristic for P AW , based on an approximation algorithm for the problem of scheduling n independent jobs (tests) on m parallel, equal processors (TAMs) [3] . We extend the algorithm in [3] to address the case of scheduling jobs on unequal processors. The pseudocode for our heuristic Core_assign is presented in Fig. 1 . In each iteration, the algorithm calculates the summed testing time on each TAM by adding up the testing times of all the cores assigned to that TAM. Then, the core with the largest testing time (among all unassigned cores) is assigned to the TAM with the shortest current summed testing time. Furthermore, during core assignment, if the time T r on any TAM r exceeds the best-known value T computed in an earlier iteration and input to the algorithm in the current iteration, the algorithm returns T and halts. This plays a significant role in reducing the amount of computation when Core_assign is executed a large number of times, as will be shown in Section III.
We illustrate the Core_assign algorithm using an example SOC containing five cores and three TAMs. The testing times for the five cores A to E when assigned to the TAMs of widths 8, 16 , and 32 are shown in Fig. 2(a) . Initially, in lines 10-12, the testing time on all TAMs is zero cycles; therefore TAM 1 of width 32, being the widest, is considered first. Core E has the highest testing time on TAM 1, therefore, Core E is assigned to TAM 1 (line 13). Next, there is a choice between Cores A and C to be assigned to TAM 2 of width 16. We choose to assign Core A to TAM 2 here because the testing time for Core A on TAM 3 is higher than the testing time for Core C on TAM 3 (lines 14-16 of Core_as-sign). This "look-ahead" heuristic assigns Core A to TAM 2 rather than assigning Core C to TAM 2, because Core C has a lower testing time on the next-narrower TAM (TAM 3) than Core A. Hence, we would like to avoid the larger testing time of Core A on TAM 3 in a later iteration. Next, Core B is assigned to TAM 3. TAM 2 is now the minimally loaded TAM; therefore, Core C is assigned to TAM 2. Finally, Core D is assigned to TAM 1. where N is the number of cores in the SOC. This can be explained as follows. The While loop in line 9 executes a total of N times since it executes once for each core. For each of these executions, lines 10-12
and lines 13-16 take O(N) worst case time to select a TAM and a core, respectively. Therefore, the total runtime of Core_assign is O(N 2 ). In practice, Core_assign executes two orders of magnitude faster than the ILP model in [10] ; hence, a significantly larger number of Core_assign iterations can be executed in the time taken to execute the ILP model.
III. TAM WIDTH PARTITIONING
In this section, we describe how the Core_assign heuristic is used to develop an algorithm to quickly reach an intermediate solution to P PAW and P NPAW . We also demonstrate how, once an approximate solution for PNPAW has been reached, an exact mathematical programming model for P AW can be executed to perform a final optimization of the core assignment, thus achieving near-optimal results with little computation time.
A. Fast Algorithm for P NPAW
In [10] , it was shown that the P AW ILP model takes a relatively small time to execute for problem instances of reasonable size. This was exploited by executing the model for each unique TAM width partition and recording the partition and core assignment with the best testing time. Solutions to P PAW and P NPAW were thus obtained. [10] .
From this formula, p3 (64) = 341. Therefore, the execution time for SOCs having three TAMs is reasonable, even for large W . The challenge to effective partition enumeration lies in the fact that for B 3, there is no simple and systematic method to enumerate only the unique partitions. In fact, no exact formula is available to calculate the total number of unique partitions for a given value of W and B . The value of pB (W ) can, thus, only be approximated assuming W 7 ! 1. One way to ensure that only unique partitions are evaluated is to discard, prior to evaluation, each new partition that appears to be a cyclical isomorphism of a previously handled partition. However, the memory requirements for this method and the number of partition comparisons required grow exponentially with B and severely limit the scalability for large B . Furthermore, as B increases, the time required to enumerate unique partitions and evaluate them using ILP increases significantly. The enumeration method in [10] is, therefore, inadequate for industrial SOCs having multiple TAMs.
In this subsection, we use Core_assign to develop a fast method to evaluate width partitions; this effectively addresses the problems inherent to the ILP model and "enumeration-comparison" method described above. The new heuristic employs extensive solution-space pruning, and is, thus, applicable to industrial SOCs having a large number of TAMs. In our experiments with industrial SOCs, we were able to evaluate width partitions and testing times for up to ten TAMs within a few minutes. Test access architectures having more than ten TAMs could also be evaluated, but were found to be less useful for testing time minimization because testing time increases significantly as the relative width of each TAM decreases beyond a threshold.
The TAM optimization algorithm is composed of two parts: a main function Partition_evaluate for partition evaluation and a subroutine Increment that is called to generate partitions. The main function is used to iterate over the number of TAMs designed (to solve P NPAW ).
For each number of TAMs, the TAM partition is first set to an initial value and the testing time is evaluated using Core_assign as a subroutine. Next, the Increment subroutine is called and a new partition is generated and subsequently evaluated. This continues until all the partitions have been evaluated. Therefore, for each number of TAMs, the P PAW problem is solved. The lowest testing time recorded during the process is finally output.
The new algorithm Partition_evaluate for problems P PAW and P NPAW is presented in Fig. 3 . Lines 1-3 initialize the values of total TAM width W , the set of cores C, and the maximum number of TAMs to be evaluated B max . TAM architectures ranging from 1 to Bmax TAMs will be evaluated (line 4). In lines 5-8, the loop variable values (TAM widths w 1 to w B01 ) and the value of lowest total testing time achieved T are initialized. The done variable that is initialized to FALSE in line 9 will be set to TRUE in Procedure Increment when all width partitions for the B TAMs have been enumerated. In line 10, Increment is called and the next TAM partition is enumerated; intuitively, Increment works like a B -digit counter with upper bounds on the value that each digit can take. In line 11 of Partition_evaluate, the core assignment and total testing time Tnew for the new partition in calculated using Core_assign. If T new is less than the lowest testing time achieved (T ), the new partition is recorded. After Increment has cycled through all the partitions, the best partition and number of TAMs achieved is output.
Partition_evaluate employs the following three levels of solutionspace pruning.
1) However, a sizeable number of repeated partitions is prevented by establishing an upper bound from Philips. (The relevant details of this SOC are presented in Section IV.) Finally, the efficiency of our heuristics is calculated using = P eval =p B . Here, = 0:01 implies that only 1% of the number of unique partitions are evaluated to completion by Partition_evaluate. We choose SOC p22810 to illustrate the efficiency of our heuristics, because the exhaustive enumeration method [10] was found to be severely inadequate for TAM design for p22810; the method did not complete even for B = 3. From Table I , it can be seen that Partition_evaluate evaluates on average only 2% of the unique partitions. Thus, there is a significant reduction in the execution time using this heuristic compared to the exhaustive enumeration method.
B. Final Optimization Step
Partition_evaluate provides a fast approximation of the optimal values of TAM width partition and testing time. However, this solution can be further improved upon by performing a final optimization step using the ILP model for Problem P AW [10] . The best TAM partition obtained from Partition_evaluate is input to the ILP model for P AW to calculate the optimal core assignment. This final core assignment and testing time is the final solution of our three-step TAM optimization procedure. Since this final ILP step is performed only once, and since the execution time for a single iteration of the ILP model for PAW is relatively small, this results in a near-optimal solution to P NPAW in a short execution time. Here, we repeat the ILP model for P AW from [10] for reasons of completeness, and to comment on its complexity.
To model P AW , consider an SOC consisting of N cores and B TAMs of widths w1; w2; . . . ; wB. The time taken to test Core i assigned to TAM j, given by T i (w j ) clock cycles, is calculated using Design_wrapper. We introduce binary variables x ij (where 1 i N and 1 j B), which are used to determine the assignment of cores to TAMs in the SOC. Let x ij be a 0-1 variable defined as follows: xij = 1; if Core i is assigned to TAM j 0; otherwise :
The time needed to test all cores on TAM j is given by N i=1 Ti(wj) 1 x ij . Since all the TAMs can be used simultaneously for testing, the is O(N ), respectively. This ILP model uses the best width partition obtained from Partition_evaluate to optimize the core assignment and obtain a near-optimal TAM architecture in the final step of our optimization methodology.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results on our TAM optimization methodology for four example SOCs. The first, d695, is an academic benchmark SOC from Duke University. The other three SOCs, p22810, p34392, and p93791, are from Philips. All four SOCs are part of the ITC'02 SOC test benchmarks initiative [20] . The number (e.g., 93 791) in each SOC name is a measure of its test complexity. We calculate the SOC test complexity number using the formula presented in [20] .
The experimental results presented in this paper were obtained at Duke University using a Sun Ultra 10 with a 333-MHz processor and 256 MB of memory. All SOC testing times in this section are expressed in clock cycles.
A. Results for SOC d695
In this subsection, we present experimental results for SOC d695. SOC d695 consists of two ISCAS'85 and eight ISCAS'89 benchmark circuits [10] . Tables II and III compare the results obtained using the method in [10] with the results of the new TAM optimization method for d695 for Problem PPAW for B = 2 and B = 3. The testing times T new of the new method are comparable to the testing times T old in [10] . However, the CPU times Enew of the new method are in most cases significantly less than the CPU times E old using [10] for larger values of W . The percentage change in testing time using the new method is calculated using the formula 1T (%) = (Tnew 0T old )=T old 2100.
While the methods of [10] are limited to B 3 due to high computation cost, using the heuristic proposed in this paper, we are now able to search a much larger solution-space. We can now design test architectures having a larger number of TAMs that are more efficient than limited-size architectures. Table IV presents the results obtained with the new TAM optimization methodology for d695 over a larger number of TAMs (problem PNPAW, B 10). The testing times obtained using the new optimization technique are better than or equal to the best testing times in [10] for larger values of W . For W 40, the new testing times are on average only 3% larger than those reported in [10] . We improve upon the testing times compared to [10] for larger values of W because the exhaustive enumeration approach of [10] simply could not compute test architectures having more than three TAMs for these values of W . Since, in [10] , the exhaustive enumeration method did not terminate within a reasonable CPU time for B > 3, the ratio Enew=E old reported in Table IV is obtained using the value of E old for B = 3. There is an improvement of two orders of magnitude in the CPU times in all cases. We have also investigated the increase in the computation time (compared to the times presented in Table IV 56,2,9), (64, 7, 14) . These results show that the computation time is small even if the time needed for the final optimization step is taken into account.
B. Results for SOC p22810
SOC p22810 contains 28 cores. Of these, six are memory cores and 22 are scan-testable logic cores [20] . Table V compares the results for p22810 obtained using the method in [10] for B = 2 with the results for a larger number of TAMs (1 B 10) using the new optimization method. The exhaustive enumeration method [10] did not run to completion for B = 3, even after two days of execution. For W 24, the testing times obtained using the new optimization technique are on average 25% lower than those obtained using [10] . This is because using Partition_evaluate, we were able to partition W among a larger number of TAMs than was possible using exhaustive enumeration. The new CPU times are comparable to the CPU times of the exhaustive enumeration method. The final optimization step took between 10-20 seconds to complete in all cases. This was because the ILP models for this SOC were particularly intractable. This also explains why the exhaustive enumeration method from [10] did not terminate within a reasonable CPU time for B = 3 for p22810.
For P NPAW and W = 16, the Partition_evaluate heuristic returns a partition of 1+1+4+10. This yields a testing time of 468 011 cycles after the final optimization step (Table V) . However, a lower testing time of 462 210 cycles is actually achievable using only two TAMs. This is because Partition_evaluate returns a lower testing time for four TAMs than for two TAMs before the final optimization step. This anomalous behavior of our algorithm is due to the fact that Partition_evaluate uses heuristics to quickly approximate the final result. Therefore, the partition that actually provides the lowest testing time after final (exact) optimization might not be returned by Partition_evaluate. Similarly, for W = 64, Partition_evaluate obtains a partition of 13+10+10+10+21 (five TAMs), which gives a lower (heuristic) testing time than does the partition obtained for W = 56: 5+4+10+10+10+17 (six TAMs). However, after the final optimization step, the partition for W = 56 is able to achieve the same testing time as that for W = 64.
In Fig. 4 , we illustrate the effectiveness of the new heuristic method in exploring a larger solution-space than was possible using the exhaustive enumeration method of [10] . Fig. 4(a) presents the TAM design for SOC p22810 for W = 64 using the methods in [10] for B = 2 (the exhaustive enumeration method did not complete for B = 3). Two
TAMs provide a testing time of 260 638 cycles. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the TAM architecture obtained using the new heuristic method. Using the new method, it is possible to design a six-TAM system that provides a testing time of 153 990 cycles, a saving of 40.92% over [10] .
C. Results for SOC p34392
SOC p34392 contains 19 cores. Of these, 15 are memory cores and four are scan-testable logic cores [20] . Table VI compares the results obtained by the exhaustive enumeration method with the results obtained by the new optimization method for p34392. For B = 4, the exhaustive enumeration method of [10] did not provide a solution even after two days of CPU time.
For W 32, the testing times obtained using the new optimization technique are on average 15% higher than those obtained using the exhaustive enumeration method. For W 40, we reach the optimum testing time of 544 579 cycles. The testing time of this SOC does not decrease beyond 544 579 cycles as W is increased beyond 40 and B is increased beyond three. This is because the testing time for Core 18 in p34392 reaches a minimum value of 544 579 cycles when the width of the TAM to which it is assigned reaches 10 bits. Thus, our method achieves the theoretical lower bound on testing time for this SOC. The new CPU times are on average between one and two orders of magnitude less than the CPU times of the exhaustive enumeration method. This is because the individual P AW ILP models for p34392 took particularly long to solve. This significantly affected the CPU time of the exhaustive enumeration method for P PAW and P NPAW .
D. Results for SOC p93791
SOC p93791 contains 32 cores [10] . Of these 32 cores, 18 are memory cores and 14 are scan-testable logic cores [20] . Table VII compares the exhaustive enumeration results for p93791 with the new results. Note that the new optimization method results in optimum testing times for several values of W . Here, too, we did not achieve a solution with the exhaustive enumeration method after two days of execution for B = 4. The testing times obtained using the new optimization technique are comparable to the best testing times using the exhaustive enumeration method for all values of W , and equal to the results in [10] for W = 48 and 56. The testing times are on average 3% larger than those reported in [10] . The CPU times of the new Partition_evaluate algorithm are between two and three orders of magnitude smaller than the CPU times of the exhaustive enumeration method. This is because Partition_evaluate is able to effectively prune the solution space by halting evaluation of unnecessary partitions, for which the testing time of a TAM exceeds the previous minimum value for the SOC. For example, of the 341 unique partitions for W = 64 and B = 3, only 23 were evaluated to completion. Therefore, the new heuristic algorithm Core_assign makes it possible to evaluate TAM architectures for industrial SOCs having multiple TAMs, which was not feasible using the methods in [10] .
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new efficient technique for optimization of the TAM architecture for industrial SOCs. The general TAM optimization problem has been formulated as a progression of four problems.
The first problem P W relating to wrapper design is solved using an efficient algorithm presented in an earlier paper. For the second problem P AW , that of core assignment among TAMs of fixed widths, we have presented an efficient procedure called Core_assign that executes significantly faster than an ILP model for the same problem presented earlier, thereby leading to the rapid estimation of the quality of a particular TAM partition. The third and fourth problems in the progression P PAW and P NPAW relate to determining a partition of TAM width and an effective number of TAMs for the SOC, such that testing time is minimized. These two problems have been solved using a new heuristic procedure called Partition_evaluate that quickly reaches within the neighborhood of the optimal solution to P PAW and P NPAW . Partition_evaluate uses extensive solution-space pruning to identify an effective TAM partition for the SOC. Core_assign and Partition_evaluate together facilitate the quick identification of a high-quality TAM partition for the SOC. Finally, the existing ILP model for P AW is used to optimize the core assignment and testing time for the width partition produced by Partition_evaluate. Experimental results for several industrial SOCs demonstrate that TAM optimization can be effectively carried out in significantly less time than exact methods based on ILP and exhaustive enumeration presented earlier. This facilitates the design of a larger number of TAMs and, in certain cases, lower testing times, than was possible using the exact methods proposed earlier. The heuristic methods presented in this paper can sometimes exhibit anomalies. For example, the width partition and number of TAMs returned by Partition_evaluate do not always provide the lowest testing time after the final (exact) optimization step is performed. However, by selecting several different partitions for final optimization, e.g., performing the final optimization step on the best width partition for each value of B, 1 B 10, and then choosing the partition that returns the lowest testing time, potentially anomalous behavior can be avoided. A careful investigation of the heuristic choices driving the selection of partitions for the final optimization step is, therefore, warranted.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Before manufacturing, designers need to check various features of a design, both electrical and physical, to verify that the chip will work properly and can be manufactured successfully. Most chips are designed hierarchically, where cells are defined once and used one or more times. A verification program such as design rule checking (DRC) can use this hierarchy in many different ways, with different performance and complexity tradeoffs. Let H be the size of the hierarchical design, and N the size of the same design when flattened. Usually H is much smaller than N, though in the worst case (each definition is used only once) it can be slightly bigger.
The simplest approach to verifying a hierarchical design is to ignore hierarchy, by flattening the design first. Clearly this will be at least O(N) since all data must be inspected. Most rule checking algorithms, such as DRC, must at least sort the data, or insert it in trees, leading to algorithms that are O(N log N) or worse, at least in theory. 1 A different approach is to take advantage of the design hierarchy instead of flattening it out of existence. Hierarchical verification is defined as the verification that takes a hierarchical description as input and attempts to use the hierarchy to improve the verification process. It should find the same errors, or lack of errors, as the corresponding flat verification.
Though more complex, hierarchical verification has potential advantages:
• potentially better run times: if the checking process is worse than linear, it is better to check many smaller instances than one big instance [10] , if the interaction check is not too costly (this advantage holds even if no cells are reused).
• smaller peak memory requirements; • efficiency from structure: even a flat algorithm can benefit by using the underlying hierarchy to speed geometric searches [5] ; • efficiency from repetition: repeated cells are only checked once [11] ; • better error reporting: errors in repeated cells are only reported once [11] ; • different design rules can be used for different parts of the design [8] . This paper covers only the first advantage, although the others are also very useful in practice.
Since H is usually much smaller than N, is there an algorithm that is linear, or at least polynomial, in H? For one of the main tasks of interest (DRC), it is extremely unlikely this can be guaranteed since hierarchical DRC is nondeterministic-polynomial (NP)-complete [2] , [3] . This is demonstrated by transforming any integer knapsack problem into a hierarchical DRC problem in linear time. [This construction creates a design where N is exponentially bigger than H, so NP-completeness in H is not contradicted by the existence of O(N log N) or O(N) algorithms.] See the appendix for a sketch of this proof.
Considerable work in this field is only available in the form of theses [1] , [10] , technical reports [2] , [11] , and older conferences [3] , [5] , [9] not yet accessible to online search systems. This paper puts some of the results and discussion in the machine searchable literature.
II. HIERARCHICAL ANALYSIS
One possible way to do hierarchical checking is as follows. First, check all the leaf cells. For each cell build an "abstract," a (hopefully) simpler version of the cell that only contains the features that are needed for checking cell interactions. For example, in timing analysis the abstract might contain only the combinatorial logic attached to the pins. Any path completely internal to the cell (such as from one flip-flop to another in the same cell) can be omitted.
Next, verify the interactions between the cells one hierarchical level at a time. First, verify the cells that contain the leaf cells, by substituting in their abstracts, then run the flat verification algorithm on the resulting data. Then prepare the abstract for the next higher level, and repeat the process until the cell at the top of the hierarchy is verified. At this point, all cells and interactions have been checked. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The objective is to check a layout for spacing errors. Fig. 1(a) shows one layer of a cell. The cell itself has no errors. Fig. 1(b) shows a design that includes two copies of the cell in Fig. 1(a) and two polygons. There are two errors caused by interac-
